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The Verreville Pottery Glasgow  
George Haggarty  
Research Associate National Museums Scotland 
The ceramic material listed, described, and photographed, on the enclosed ceramic 
resource disk, comes from an archaeological excavation funded by, and carried out at 
Lancefield Quay on the banks of the River Clyde and almost certainly a dumping 
ground in the 1850 for the nearby Verreville pottery and later from a Stoneware 
pottery. The ceramic material is generally in a very poor state as much of it has been 
stained by iron etc. I have sorted out from the mass what I thought important by fabric 
type, decoration, and form, into (30 Word Files).  This material has been assigned to 
Glasgow Museums and was catalogued using there accession numbers (GM 2006. 06. 
1 to 96) and (illus 1 to 92). The material will be housed in Glasgow Museums 
Resource Centre, 200 Woodland Road, South Nitshill Industrial Estate, Glasgow 
G53 7NN: Tel 0141 276 9300 where it will be available for study. 
 
The ceramic assemblage has some significant in that it was produced mainly for the 
North American export market, and therefore many of its products are extremely rare 
in Britain. Excluding the important group of spongeware most of the material can be 
matched by shards from the excavations carried out on the Verreville site in 2005 and 
published as a CD Rom (Haggarty 2007). I do not claim to be a great authority on the 
Verreville ceramic material. Consequently I would be happy to have any errors 
corrected, and to have matching, extant, examples of Verreville manufacture brought 
to my attention.   
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The Verreville Pottery – A Short History 
 
                           
Introduction 
 
The Verreville Pottery at Finnieston has been reasonably well documented, and in a 
summary of the many changes in ownership we draw on the publications of (Fleming 
1923: Quail 1984a, 44-55: Kinghorn 1987, 23-31: Kelly 1993a 8-20 & 1993c 68-70: 
Tait 1993, 65-67 & Leishman 1996, 9-14). 
Although much of Arnold Fleming’s book ‘Scottish Pottery,’ is rightly regarded with 
some scepticism, (Quail 1987, 36-56) a degree of credence must be accorded his 
section on Verreville, for his father was associated with the firm of W.H. Grindley & 
Co. of the Woodland Pottery in Tunstall, giving him the opportunity to have a period 
of training there, and to accrue a good working knowledge of the pottery industry. 
This was furthered by the close association the Flemings had with the Cochran family. 
In 1896, he became a partner in the Britannia Pottery in Glasgow and, eventually its 
director, overseeing what was then one of the largest potteries in the world (Kinghorn 
1987, 25). He also studied Physics and Chemistry at Edinburgh University, and was a 
fellow of the Chemistry Society of London. With this background, his technical 
information is generally considered to be reliable (ibid).  
 
Patrick Colquhon 
The village of Finnieston, situated on the right bank of the Clyde, and separate from 
Glasgow in the 18th century, was owned by Matthew Orr, a Glasgow merchant, and 
proprietor of Camlachie Coalpits, which reputedly supplied the early ‘potworks’ with 
coal. Orr feud 3 acres of this land to James Young, manufacturer in Anderston, who 
sold it on in 1766 for £400 to Patrick Colquhon 
 Born in Dumbarton, where he clearly became a man of some note, serving as Provost 
of Dumbarton in 1782, Colquhon is reputed to have had some connection with 
glassmaking in his native town. In order to build the Finnieston works, he formed a 
joint stock Company under the co-partnership of Williams, Ritchie & Co. and this 
group constructed the required buildings, naming the factory Verreville, glass town, as 
the name implies: however, the partnership was never involved in glassmaking. Later, 
when Gilbert Hamilton joined Williams, Ritchie & Co., he seemingly became 
principal partner, for the company was now termed ‘Hamilton, Brown, Wallace & 
Co.’ Fleming wrote that by 1777 Colquhon had built the 120 ft. cone of the Verreville 
Glassworks. The inside area was so great that, when the production of glass was 
abandoned, it accommodated the three glost kilns constructed by Alexander Kidston 
(Fleming 1923, 93).  
 
A letter, dated April 1789, to Josiah Wedgwood from Gilbert Hamilton, is quoted by 
Fleming, and led him to assume that earthenware was being produced at Verreville by 
that date (Ibid, 95).   
 
Sir,                                                                                      Glasgow 14 April 1789 
Yours of 5th December with invoice of Cornish Stone and Clay came duly to 
hand, and beg you to excuse me for not remitting you sooner, but it escaped my 
memory. I now enclose you Archd. Grahame on Smith, Payne, & Smith @ 40 
days £60 7/- in full for the same, which please to own receipt 
      I am Sir, 
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                           Your most obedient servant, Gilbert Hamilton 
 
This letter which is held in the Wedgwood archives (E15/14264), has been examined 
by archivist Helen Burton, and is substantially correct. Quail, I think quite rightly, 
writing in 1984, suggests that as Gilbert Hamilton was also a partner in the Delftfield 
pottery the Cornish stone and clay would almost certainly have been purchased for 
that manufactury (1984b, 74).  
 
Although Fleming also refers to ’china’ being produced at Verreville from 1820, a 
view held by subsequent writers on Scottish pottery, the shard evidence from this 
particular area of the site suggests that white earthenware and refined redware were 
not manufactured before c1820 We know of a number of blue painted pearlglazed 
shards from the Verreville site held in Glasgow Museums, and Lois Roberts 
(2006.118 fig 195) dates these to c.1800. In that case, a date of after c1802, accorded 
by some for the construction of a pottery near the Glassworks by the Geddes family, 
is probably correct.  
 
In 1795, Brown, one of the partners, concerned that the business was not showing 
enough profit, wanted to hand over the entire concern to John Geddes, their manager. 
It seems that this did not happen, for in 1806 Gilbert Hamilton and Archibald Wallace 
sold out to the Dumbarton Glass Company, and they, in turn, sold Verreville to John 
Geddes, whose older brother Archibald owned Leith Glassworks. It was there, 
reputedly, that John had his early training (ibid, 95). 
 
John Geddes 
Geddes was enterprising, and soon after taking over Verreville, introduced one of 
Watt’s early steam engines to drive the machinery and flint mills. 
Fleming maintains that Geddes brought in workers from Holland, Flanders, and 
Lambeth, and that he opened a technical school at the pottery in order to train a local 
work force. There was probably good reason for this as potters from England were not 
always satisfactory, or trustworthy: after all, good men invariably found work at 
home. This is demonstrated in a letter, dated Sept. 1826,  sent to Josiah Wedgwood at 
Etruria from a disenchanted potter who had fled to Verreville from his debts in 
England (no reference given), in part  
 
From a sincere sense, and repentance of my former sins, I hope you will forgive 
the same, and if you take me in your employ again I will work six days and four 
half nights for 15/- per week for three years (if the Lord spare me) in order to 
pay what I owe you (ibid, 99). 
 
The letter is signed John Mayer. A postscript assures Wedgwood that he has mended 
his ways, and requests him to instruct Mr. H. Greatbach (works manager) to send for 
him.  
When the southern half of Verreville site was built on, and until 1835, glass and 
earthenware were made in tandem. The works seem to have prospered, with exports 
to America ‘and other foreign parts’. It appears that supply could not always meet 
demand, and on occasion the Wedgwood Pottery, (ibid, 100) and possibly others, 
made up this shortfall.  
John Geddes had several sons, including William, who was married to A.G. Kidston’s 
sister Catherine. William worked for his father-in-law at Kidston’s Lancefield Pottery 
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until1827 when he joined his father at the Verreville Pottery as a Partner and heir to 
the Works (Tait 1993, 66). 
By 1830 the company was having financial problems, and although Geddes’ son in 
law, Robert Montgomery, took over control of Pottery production at Verreville, by 
June1833 he had been declared Bankrupt (Kelly 1993a, 68).  
John Geddes and his son William were soon also in deep financial straits and despite 
taking on other partners in a vain attempt to save the business, both had their estates 
sequestered in 1835.  
William Kidston & Sons, together with Hugh Price, then bought Verreville for 
£9,000, and Robert Alexander Kidston and Hugh Price became partners trading as 
R.A. Kidston & Co. (Tait 1993, 66). Soon after his father’s death in 1831, Alexander 
went to Staffordshire where he furthered his knowledge of pottery making, enabling 
him to take the expertise of the potter to the new partnership. 
 
R.A. Kidston & Co. 
With the innovative Kidston at the helm, changes were made. He brought his 
modeller, Robert Purves, an experienced Potter from Prestonpans, with him and 
installed him at Verreville as works manager. In 1838 Alexander Kidston became sole 
partner, and he closed the Lancefield Pottery and Glassworks, transferring all 
production to Verreville.  
Kidston’s introduced a new range of products which modern writers often refer to as 
‘china or soft paste porcelain’, terms which are not technically correct, as the 
excavations results show that he was producing bone china, (George Haggarty pers 
com). According to Fleming, aiming to produce the finest quality wares, he is reputed 
to have imported ‘skilled potters from the celebrated Derby China Works, while 
Coalport and several of the more famous Staffordshire china works, supplied him 
with excellent potters, gilders, flower and landscape painters’. Not content with the 
men Geddes had trained, and not satisfied with his English workers, he induced 
skilled artisans to come from France and Flanders’ (1923, 101).  
At some stage Kidston took on a new young assistant, Robert Cochran, a partner in 
‘Cochran and Couper’ China Merchants in Glasgow, but not a potter. By 1845 he had 
made Cochran managing partner in the business, now designated ‘Kidston & Co.’, 
and, by 1846, this became ‘Kidston, Cochrane, & Co.’. A year or so later Cochrane, a 
shrewd businessman, took over entirely, and the name changed to ‘Robert Cochrane 
& Co.’ (ibid, 67). 
 In January 1841 R.A.J. Kidston’s estates were sequestered, and in 1846 the 
Edinburgh Gazette announced Alexander Kidston’s retiral from Kidston, Cochran & 
Company (Kelly 1993c, 69). This is not the last we hear of R.A. Kidson, for the Post 
Office Directory of 1846  records his partnership with one George Hatfield as ‘Kidson 
& Co.’ at North Woodside Mill, and Garrioch Mill, operating as ‘Flint Grinders and 
Whitening manufacturers (ibid, 69).  
 
 Robert Cochrane & Co. 
The resourceful Cochran now planned changes in both the manufacturing process and 
the end products. He may not have been a potter, but it became clear that he was 
familiar with the industry, introducing his own ideas and inventions to Verreville. On 
11th October, 1852, he patented ‘The Cochran down-draught Kiln,’ which was 
designed for a continuous system of firing kilns, coincidentally burning half the 
amount of fuel for the same amount of ware. 
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His ‘batting’ machine prepared bats of clay for the plate maker. This was patented on 
23rd July 1864, and proved to be a successful labour-saving device. 
Although best known for ‘Cochran’s necked 2lb jam jar’ with the ingenious inside 
neck which prevented spillage, he is also credited with devising a printing machine 
for pottery, forerunner of the machine patented by Turner of Tunstall. 
Cochran’s commercial success was due in the main to an appreciation of his market, 
and for this he produced well made, attractively decorated, affordable, white domestic 
earthenware.  
Realising that Kidston’s fine bone china was not profitable, by 1856 he had 
abandoned manufacture of bone china, replacing it with the more marketable, and 
durable, ‘Royal Ironstone China’ or ‘White Granite’ (Fleming, 1923, 103-105). This 
body required a greater percentage of ground calcined flint and Cornish stone than the 
earthenware body, and Cochran ensured a regular supply of flint by leasing, and 
eventually buying, the North Woodside Mill (ibid, 105).                                                                               
As Verreville had already been extended as far as possible, and with the need to 
expand the business further, in 1857 Cochrane began the process of building the 
Brittania Pottery (ibid, 108), which he would subsequently run in conjunction with 
Verreville. 
Robert Cochran and his brother Alexander retired in 1867, but until then, Robert 
controlled the Glassworks, and Alexander ran the Verreville pottery.  
Verreville would now be run by Robert Cochran Junior and Alexander Balfour, while 
James Fleming and Alexander Cochran Junior were given control of the Brittania 
pottery (Kelly, 1993a, 15).  
Robert Cochran died on 7th August 1869, having suffered a debilitating illness. It is 
significant that he was one of the few Scottish potters never to experience bankruptcy, 
(ibid, 17). 
The Verreville Pottery was still in the hands of the Cochran family when it finally 
closed, almost fifty years later, in 1918 (Kelly2005, 17).  
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Agate Ware: Bisque: 
(Box 1)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 01)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Jug B.     01 
 
Seven brown and white agate 
ware bisque shards almost 
certainly from a large jug:  
 1
Bone China: Sprigged:  
 
(Box 1)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
Thousands of bone china shards from tea services decorated with what I have called 
sprigs a & b were uncovered during the 2005 excavations at the Verreville pottery of 
which only around four hundred were kept and published, (Haggarty 2007, CD-Word 
File 1).  
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 2)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Cups G. 12     02 
 
Twelve extreme 
waster shards 
from Verreville 
bone china cups 
decorated with the 
common violet (a 
& b) sprigs.  
See below for an 
illustration of a 
sprigged 
Verreville tea 
service in the 
collection of the 
National Museum 
Scotland. 
 
Copyright NMS. 
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Black Basalt & Shining Black. 
 
(Box 1) 
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
A number of Verreville shards of this type have already been published and include 
material illustrated by Glasgow University Archaeological Research Department in 
(Kelly 2003, 68 -71), and photographs in (Haggarty 2007, CD-Word File 6).  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 3) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Teapots, creamers 
& sucriers  
G. 80   Moulded 
Princess Royal 
03 a & b 
 
Eighty glazed 
shards from 
shining black 
teapots creamers 
and sucriers: The 
bases have 
moulded on 
them, flowers 
and fruit and 
Princess Royal 
on a ribbon: see 
(illus 02 b) 
below. 
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(GM: 2006. 6. 4) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Teapots, creamers 
& sucriers  
B.  10   Moulded 
Princess Royal 
04 
Ten unglazed 
shards from 
what would 
probably be 
shining black 
teapots etc,  
One base 
shard marked 
with part of 
the moulded 
Princess Royal 
mark also has 
a moulded X. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 5) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Teapot B.  1    05 
 
One unglazed black 
shard from the neck 
and shoulder of a 
teapot decorated with 
bands of rouletting.  
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(GM: 2006. 6. 6) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Teapots. etc B.  8    06 
 
Eight shards from 
shining black glazed 
teapots etc, of which 
seven seem to be 
decorated with what 
may be moulded 
fleur-de-lys. The 
bottom left shard is 
almost certainly from 
a round cover. 
 
 
 
 
. 
 1
Blue Bodied: Bisque. 
 
(Box 1) 
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
A number of Verreville shards similar to (illus 07) have already been published 
(Haggarty 2007, CD-Word File 07).  
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 7) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Jugs B. 7    07 
 
Seven moulded shards in 
a blue body form a jug or 
jugs. See comments 
above.  
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(GM: 2006. 6. 8) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Jug B. 1    08 
 
One moulded shard in a blue 
body form a jug with large 
vertical hanging leafs around 
the shoulder. This is a design 
which I have not seen before.   
. 
 1
Flow Blue. 
(Box 1)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 9)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Dish G. 1.     09 
 
One glazed white earthenware 
shard from a moulded flow blue 
dish or tureen stand decorated with 
a flow blue transfer print. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 10)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Plate G. 2.     10 
 
Two glazed white 
earthenware shards 
from a plate 
decorated with flow 
blue transfers prints. 
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(GM: 2006. 6. 11)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Jugs G. 10     11 
 
Ten glazed white 
earthenware shards from a 
jug or jugs decorated with 
flow blue transfers prints. 
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Hand Painted: Bisque & Glazed: 
(Box 2)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
A number of shards in what looks like hand painted tartan, see (illus 12 to 16) below  
have previously been recovered from the excavations carried out on the Verreville site 
(Kelly 2003, 66 figs 6 & 8: Haggarty 2007, Word File 27, 3 illus 774 & 5). 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 12)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 8   150mm  12 
 
Eight white earthenware shards of which 
six conjoin and shown come from a 
small carinated bowl decorated with 
vertical and horizontal hand painted 
bands. Horizontal pairs in dark and light 
red, green and vertical blue: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 13)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 1     13 
 
One white earthenware shard from a small carinated bowl 
decorated with pairs of green and pink horizontal hand 
painted bands and vertical blue. 
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(GM: 2006. 6.14)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 9   165mmj  14 
 
Nine white 
earthenware 
shards of which 
two and two 
conjoin from a 
small bowl 
decorated with 
horizontal and 
vertical hand 
painted bands in 
blue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 15)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 7   135mm  15 
 
Seven white 
conjoining 
earthenware shards 
of which six conjoin 
and are illustrated 
left: A small 
carinated bowl 
decorated with 
vertical and 
horizontal hand 
painted bands. The 
vertical bands are 
all in blue while the 
horizontal bands are 
in red and green. 
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(GM: 2006. 6. 16)  
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowl  G. 4     16 
 
Four conjoining white 
earthenware shards from a 
small carinated bowl 
decorated with hand 
painted stylized flowers 
highlighted with blue cut 
sponging and a black band.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 17)  
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Cups G. 6     17 
 
Six white earthenware 
shards from a small 
carinated bowl 
decorated with hand 
painted stylized flowers 
in green red and blue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 6. 18)  
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowls  G. 15     18 
 
Fifteen white 
earthenware 
shards from bowls 
decorated with 
hand painted 
stylized flowers 
highlighted with 
blue and red cut 
sponging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Industrial Slip decorated: Bisque & Glazed: 
(Box 1)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 19)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
TP3 Bowl G. 2     19 
 
Two shards from a carinated white earthenware bowl 
decorated with blue and brown banding. Over the brown is a 
wavy band of cabling in blue white and brown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 20)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
TP3 Mug G. 1     20 
 
One shard from a white earthenware mug decorated with 
blue and dark brown banding between which there is a 
wavy band of four coloured slip, two in shades of blue 
and two in shades of brown. 
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(GM: 2006. 6. 21)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
TP3 Bowl  G. 2     21 
 
Two conjoining shards from a 
carinated white earthenware bowl 
decorated with four coloured drop 
of slip two are shads of blue and 
two are shades of brown. 
 
 
 1
Rockingham Glazed Wares: 
 
(Box 1) 
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
A number of Verreville Rockingham teapot shards have already been published 
(Haggarty 2007, CD-Word File 47).  
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 22) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
TP3 Teapots G. 28  105mm + 75mm  22 
 
Twenty eight 
Rockingham 
glazed shards 
from a number 
of teapots:  One 
of four cover 
shards show that 
the steam hole 
went through the 
knop. There are 
also four base, 
four handle, 
eight rim, seven 
body and one 
spout with ten 
irregular pierced 
straining holes 
in an upside 
down pyramid 
shape.     
 
 
 
. 
 1
Sponge Decorated Bowls: Colours One. 
(Box 2)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 23)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 8 94mm  180mm + 82mm Blue 23 
 
Eight glazed white 
earthenware shards 
which conjoin to form a 
large fragment, 
including profile, of a 
blue cut sponge 
decorate bowl. Two 
overlapping cut sponge 
bands, one reversed 
below which there are 
three horizontal painted 
bands. Below these and 
above the carination 
there is a single band of 
S cut sponging.  
It is difficult to be sure 
but I suggest that there 
are the remains of at 
least six bowls with 
somewhat similar 
decoration. See (illus 23 to 28).    
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(GM: 2006. 6. 24)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 3   180mm + Blue 24 
 
Three glazed white 
earthenware shards which 
conjoin to form a fragment, of 
a blue cut sponge decorate 
bowl. Three overlapping cut 
sponge bands, at least one 
reversed, below which there are 
three horizontal painted bands. 
Below these and above the 
carination there is also a singe 
band of S cut sponging.  
It is difficult to be sure but I 
suggest that there are the 
remains of at least six bowls 
with somewhat similar 
decoration. See (illus 23 to 28).    
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 25)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 4   180mm Blue 25 
 
Four glazed white 
earthenware shards 
which conjoin to form 
a fragment, of a blue 
cut sponge decorate 
bowl. Two 
overlapping cut 
sponge bands, one 
reversed, below 
which there are two 
horizontal painted 
bands. Below these 
there is also a singe band of S cut sponging. It is difficult to be sure but I suggest that 
there are the remains of at least six bowls with somewhat similar decoration. See (illus 23 
to 28).    
 
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 6. 26)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 4    Blue 26 
 
Four glazed white 
earthenware shards of 
which two conjoin from a 
blue cut sponge decorate 
bowl.  
Below the rim are two 
overlapping cut sponge 
bands, one reversed, below 
which there are three 
horizontal painted bands. It 
is difficult to be sure but I 
suggest that there are the 
remains of at least six 
bowls with somewhat 
similar decoration. See 
(illus 23 to 28).    
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 27)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 4    Blue 27 
 
Four glazed white 
earthenware 
shards of which 
two conjoin from 
a blue cut sponge 
decorate bowl.  
Below the rim are 
two overlapping 
cut sponge bands, 
one reversed and 
three horizontally 
painted bands. 
Below these is a 
singe band of S cut sponging. It is difficult to be sure but I suggest that there are the 
remains of at least six bowls with somewhat similar decoration. See (illus 23 to 28).    
 
 
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 6. 28)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 12    Blue 28 
 
Twelve glazed 
white 
earthenware 
shards of which 
four two and 
two conjoin 
from a blue cut 
sponge decorate 
bowl.  
Below the rim 
are two 
overlapping cut 
sponge bands, one reversed and three horizontally painted bands. Below and above the 
carination these is a singe band of S cut sponging. It is difficult to be sure but I suggest 
that there are the remains of at least six bowls with somewhat similar decoration. See 
(illus 23 to 28).    
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 29)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 14   220mm + Blue 29 
 
Twelve glazed white 
earthenware shards of 
which three conjoin and 
are illustrated, from a 
blue cut sponge decorate 
bowl with a slightly 
everted rim. Below the 
rim are two hearts filled 
with three dots above two 
pairs of horizontal 
painted bands between 
which there is a band of 
cut sponge circles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(GM: 2006. 6. 30)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 7    Blue 30 
 
Seven conjoining glazed white 
conjoining earthenware body shards 
from a blue cut sponge decorated bowl.  
Above the carination are three painted 
horizontal bands of spaced blue irregular 
dabs and above this three painted bands. 
There is also just a slight trace of the top 
cut sponged band.  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 31)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 2    Blue 31 
 
Two glazed white earthenware shards from a 
blue cut sponge decorate bowl.  Above the 
carination there is a band of band of blue cup 
sponge circles above which there are at least 
two horizontal painted bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 32)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 6    Blue 32 
 
Six glazed white 
earthenware 
shards from a 
blue cut sponge 
decorate bowl. 
Around the 
centre are two 
hand painted 
horizontal bands 
below which 
there are spaced 
vertical stylized 
leaves. Above the painted bands are vertical flattened cut sponged circles with smaller 
examples inside 
 6
(GM: 2006. 6. 32a)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G.  3    Blue 32a 
 
Three conjoining glazed 
white earthenware shards 
from a blue cut sponge 
decorate bowl.  Above the 
carination is a band of band 
of blue cup sponged 
stylized circles, above 
which there are at least one 
horizontal painted band. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 33)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 6    Blue 33 
 
Six glazed white 
earthenware shards of 
which two conjoin from 
a bowl decorated with 
blue cut sponging. 
Around its centre are 
two hand painted 
horizontal bands below 
which there is a band of 
three sizes of cut 
sponged diamonds.  
Above the painted 
bands are two sizes of 
cut sponged U shapes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
(GM: 2006. 6. 34)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 3   180mm + Blue 34 
 
Three glazed white 
earthenware shards 
of which two 
conjoin from a bowl 
decorated with blue 
cut sponging and 
hand painted bands. 
The sponging is in 
the form of flattened circles with pairs of small dabs.  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 35)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 4    Blue 35 
 
Four glazed white 
earthenware shards of 
which two conjoin 
from a bowl 
decorated with blue 
cut sponging and 
hand painted bands.  
 
 1
Sponge Decorated Bowls: Colours Two. 
(Box 2)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 36)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowls B. 1    Blue & green 36 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a cut 
sponge decorated carinated bowl. The band of 
sponging is composed of overlapping diamonds 
and lies between two painted horizontal bands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 37)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowls G. 3    Red & Blue 37 
 
Three white earthenware 
bisque shard from a cut 
sponge decorated bowl. 
Below the rim is a red 
band below which there is 
small spaced irregular cut 
sponging.  
 1
Sponge Decorated Bowls: Colours Three. 
(Box 2)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 38)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 6    Red Green & Blue 38 
 
Six glazed white 
earthenware shards of 
which three and two 
conjoin from a bowl 
decorated with cut 
sponging. Around its 
centre are two hand 
painted horizontal blue 
bands below which 
there three rows of 
small green circles with 
dots. Above the painted 
bands are two sizes of cut sponged U shapes in red 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 39)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 4    Red Green & Blue 39 
 
Four glazed white earthenware 
shards from a bowl decorated with 
cut sponging. Around its centre 
there are two blue painted bands 
above which there are stylized 
crosses made up of small red 
circles and pear shapes. There are 
also traces of green cut sponging 
below the centre bands.  
 2
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 39a)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 1    Red Green & Blue 39a 
 
One glazed white earthenware shard from a cut 
sponge decorated bowl. One central green painted 
band which has above it irregular overlapping 
open cross in blue. 
Below the band there is overlapping squashed 
open circles in red with smaller one inside them.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 40)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 2   160mm + Red Green & Blue 40 
 
Two conjoining glazed white 
earthenware shards from a cut sponge 
decorated hemispherical bowl. Above 
the base are two green painted bands 
above which there are two red between 
which there is a blue band of cut 
sponging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 6. 41)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 4    Red Green & Blue 41 
 
Four glazed white earthenware shards of which two and 
two conjoin from a cut sponge decorated bowl. Above 
the carination are two green painted bands between 
which there is a band of random sponging in red. 
Below the rim there is a band of irregular open shapes 
in blue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 42)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 6    Red Green & Blue 42 
 
Six glazed white earthenware 
shards of which three and 
two conjoin from a cut 
sponge decorated 
hemispherical bowl. Above 
the base are two green 
painted bands above which 
there are two red between 
which there is a blue band of 
overlapping cut sponged 
diamonds with small circles 
in there centre. Only five 
shards illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 6. 43)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 3    Red Green & Blue 43 
 
Three conjoining glazed white earthenware shards 
from a cut sponge decorated l bowl. Above the 
centre are two blue painted bands above which 
there is a band of two sizes of cut sponged upside 
down U shapes 
Below the bands there is a green band of 
overlapping cut sponged diamonds with small 
circles in there centre 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 44)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowl G. 3    Red Green & Blue 44 
 
Three glazed white 
earthenware shards from 
a cut sponge decorated 
bowl. There are two 
green painted bands 
between above which 
there is a band of stylized 
open crosses in red. 
Below the bands there are 
traces of blue sponging. 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 45)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowls G. 2    Red Green & Blue 45 
 
Two glazed white earthenware shards 
from what is probably two cut sponge 
decorated bowls. There are two green 
painted bands above the carination 
above which there is a band of stylized 
open crosses in blue and another painted 
band this time in red.  
 
 5
(GM: 2006. 6. 46)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Bowls G. 6    Red Green & Blue 46 
 
Six glazed white 
earthenware shards 
of which two 
conjoin from a cut 
sponge decorated 
bowl. Above the 
carination there are 
two green painted 
bands above which 
there is a band of 
three deep random 
small triangles and a 
third green painted 
band. Below the rim 
is a row of large cut 
sponge oval red shields filled with squares circles and dots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Sponge Decorated: Mugs. 
(Box 2)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 47)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mug G. 1   90mm Green Blue & Red 47 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a 
mug decorated with two hand painted red bands 
below its rim below which is blue cut sponging 
and a green hand painted band.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 6. 48)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mug G. 2    Green & Red 48 
 
One glazed white earthenware body shard from a mug 
decorated with two hand painted green bands and tight 
red sponging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 49)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mugs G. 9    Green & Blue 49 
 
Nine glazed white 
earthenware shards from 
a mug or more likely 
mugs decorated with 
three spaced hand painted 
bands of blue. Between 
the two top bands the 
sponge decoration is 
overlapping diamonds 
which give a cross 
hatched effect. Between 
the two lower painted 
bands the sponging is overlapping open green squares/circles with central dabs.  This 
mug is probably something similar to (illus 52, 53 & 54). 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 50)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mugs G. 10    Green Blue & Red 50 
 
Ten glazed white 
earthenware shards of 
which five and two conjoin 
from a mug or more likely 
mugs decorated with three 
central hand painted bands 
of blue. Below is a band of 
green cut sponging of quasi 
double circles. Above the 
three painted bands there 
are fragments of red 
sponging.  
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 51)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mugs G.    Red & Blue 51 
 
One glazed white 
earthenware base shard 
from a mug decorated with 
a hand painted red band and 
traces of blue sponging.  
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 6. 52)  
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mug B. 3    Blue & Green 52 
 
Three bisque white 
earthenware rim 
shards of which two 
conjoin from a mug 
decorated with a hand 
painted blue band, 
below which there are 
traces of green 
sponging. Below the 
rim the band of blue sponging is in the form of overlapping diamonds which give a cross 
hatched effect. This mug is probably something the same as (illus 49, 53 & 54). 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 53)  
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mugs B. 7     53 
 
Seven bisque white earthenware 
shards of which two and two 
conjoin from a mug or more 
probably mugs decorated with a 
hand painted blue band, below 
which there are traces of green 
sponging.  
Below the rim the band of blue 
sponging is in the form of 
overlapping diamonds which give 
a cross hatched effect. This mug is 
probably the same as (illus 52 & 
54). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 6. 54)  
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Mugs G.     54 
 
Four bisque white 
earthenware shards 
from a mug or mugs 
decorated with three 
painted blue bands. 
Between the two lower 
painted bands the 
sponging is overlapping 
open green circles with 
central dabs. Between 
the two lower painted 
bands the sponging is 
overlapping open green 
circles with central dabs. This mug is probably similar to (illus 49, 52 & 53). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Sponge Decorated: Porringers. 
(Box 1)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 55)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Porringer G.  8   105mm + Blue & Green 55 
 
Eight glazed white 
earthenware shards 
of which three and 
three conjoin from a 
porringer decorated 
with a green rope 
effect sponged band 
of overlapping 
diamonds. There is 
also a blue painted 
band on the exterior 
of the everted rim 
and another above 
the base.  
For a similar example: see (illus 56) below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 56)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Porringer B. 3   105mm +  56 
 
Three bisque 
white earthenware 
shards from a 
porringer 
decorated with a 
band of green 
rope effect 
overlapping 
diamonds. There 
is also a blue 
painted band on 
the exterior of the 
everted rim and 
another above the 
base. For a similar 
example: see (illus 55) above. 
 
 
 1
Sponge Decorated: Jugs. 
(Box 2)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 57)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Jug G. 1    Red & Blue 57 
 
One glazed white earthenware 
spout from a jug decorated with 
red sponging and a horizontally 
painted blue band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 58)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Jug G. 1    Red & Green  58 
 
One glazed white earthenware 
spout from a jug decorated with 
red sponging and a horizontally 
painted green band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Sponge Decorated: Loose or Dabbed. 
(Box 2)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 59)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Saucers G. 6    Blue 59 
 
Six glazed white earthenware 
shards of which two conjoin: 
from saucers decorated with 
broad bands of loose sponging in 
blue. The small rim shards would 
seem to be from saucers with 
plain rims and the large shards 
from a saucer or saucers with 
wavy rims. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 60)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Saucer G. 1    Red 60 
 
One glazed white earthenware shard from a 
plain saucer decorated with broad bands of 
loose sponging in red. 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 61)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Cup G. 3    Blue 61 
 
Three glazed white earthenware shards two 
conjoining from a cup with a wavy rim decorated 
with a broad band of loose sponging in blue. Below 
the sponging is a horizontal thin raised band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 62)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Cup G. 1    Blue 62 
 
One glazed white 
earthenware shards from 
the rim of a wide mouthed 
cup with an out turned rim. 
The shard is decorated with 
a broad band of loose 
sponging in blue. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 63)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3  G.     63 
 
One glazed white earthenware shard from a cup with a 
wavy rim decorated with a broad band of loose sponging 
in blue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 6. 64)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Cups G. 5    Red 64 
 
Five glazed white earthenware 
shards from what is probably two 
cups with plain rims: decorated 
with broad band of loose sponging 
in red. One of the cups has a 
London shape carinated body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 65)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Colours Illus No 
PT3 Cups G. 9    Blue 65 
 
Nine glazed white 
earthenware shards of which 
two, two and two conjoin 
from what is probably a 
number of cups with wavy 
rims: They are all decorated 
with broad  
 
 
 1
Stoneware: shards & kiln furniture. 
(Box 4 & 5)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
(Box 4) 
 
The stoneware shards recovered from feature four, pipe trench three, are almost certainly 
wasters from a local stoneware pottery. Include in the small assemblage are whisky 
flagons and two handled crocks, almost certainly dating from the late Victorian period.  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 87)    
 F 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT5 Flagon G. 1    Impressed 85 
 
One shard from the 
shoulder of a brown 
glazed stoneware 
flagon impressed with 
“2 - B237 - JOHN 
CRABBIE & Co – 
LEITH” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 88)    
 F 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT5 Flagon G. 1     86 
 
One shard from the shoulder of a brown 
glazed stoneware flagon impressed with: 
“-? –L –STEW [ART] – PERT[H] ?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 89)    
 F 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT5 Flagons G. 17    30 & 36mm +  145mm  87 
 
Seventeen shards, some 
of which are wasters and 
of which eight have been 
illustrated al come from 
stoneware whisky 
flagons: Two of bung 
holes have an inner 
diameter of 36 mm and 
one 30: Both basal angle 
shards have a diameter of 
245mm.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
  
3
3
(GM: 2006. 6. 90)    
 F 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT5 Crocks. L G. 20   370mm + 220  88 
 
Twenty glazed, 
brown, stoneware 
shards of which 
twelve have been 
illustrated from a 
number of large two 
handled crocks, 
decorated with one 
two or three incised 
bands 
approximately 50 to 
60 mm below there 
rims. One of the 
basal angle shards 
still has a small pad 
of clay attached to 
its base (bottom 
left). The rims are 
approx 370mm in 
diameter and the 
bases c 220mm.  
 
 
 
 
(Box 5)  
 
A number of sager and what looks like glazed kiln floor sample have been kept as they 
are almost certainly associated with the Stoneware crocks and flagons catalogued above. 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 91)    
 F 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT5 Saggers  10      
Ten sample shards from saggers  
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 92)    
 F 4  Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT5 Kiln flooring   3      
Three sample shards from glaze covered kiln flooring. 
 
 1
Transfer-print: Cups.  
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 66) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Cup G. 1     66 
 
One white earthenware rim shard from a cup 
with a wavy edge and decorated on both 
surfaces with a blue and white transfer print. 
From excavation on the Verreville site there 
was a shard from a cup base decorated with a 
brown transfer which almost certainly 
matches this shard (Haggarty 2007.Word File 
112 p illus 500), Glasgow Museums No 
(GM.2006.583). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 70) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Cup G. 4   105mm +  70 
 
Four glazed white earthenware 
shards from a cup decorated with 
blue and white transfer print on both 
surfaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 71) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Cup B. 1                 + 48mm  71 
 
One white earthenware bisque base shard from a 
cup decorated with a dirty faded transfer print. I 
think that I can see a small Chinaman in the 
transfer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Chevron & Flower: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
I have already given this blue and white transfer printed pattern the temporary name 
of CHEVRON and FLOWERS’ (Haggarty 2007, CD-Word File 108).  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 67)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowls? G. 15   190mm +  67 
Fifteen stained glazed white earthenware shards of which five and two conjoin from a 
number of small bowls or large cups. The shards are all decorated with blue and white 
transfer prints below there rims on both surfaces.  
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 68)    
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Bowls? B.  8   190mm +  68 
Eight badly stained bisque white earthenware shards of which three and two conjoin 
from a number of small bowls or large cups, one with a wavy edge. The shards are all 
decorated with blue and white transfer prints below there rims, often on both surfaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Deer & Waterfall: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
I have already given this blue and white transfer printed pattern the temporary name 
of Dear & Waterfall’ (Haggarty 2007, CD-Word File 113).  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 69) 
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Cups G.  14     69 
 
Fourteen thick white 
earthenware shards of 
which two and two 
conjoin from cups 
decorated with brown 
transfer printing in 
what I have called the 
‘Deer & Waterfall’ 
pattern.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Game: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
Game is a known group of Verreville transfer prints (Kelly 1999, 191 fig 31.11)  
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 72) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Jug B. 1            +  90mm Backstamp ‘Game’ 72 
 
One white earthenware base shard 
from a small jug bearing a ‘Game’ 
backstamp 
 1
Medieval Procession: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 73) 
F. $ Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Unknown G. 6     73 
Six glazed white earthenware body shards of which two conjoin possibly from a 
footed bowl. Decorated with a blue and white transfer print, showing what may be a 
medieval processions and this is the temporary name that I have given it.  
(Kelly 1999, 189) however lists a Verreville pattern called ‘Peruvian Hunters which 
he describes as a landscape with hunters wearing feathers’. As the horseman on the 
illustrated shards is wearing what looks like feathers this may be the same pattern:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Stars ‘n Dots: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 79) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Various G. 9              78 
 
Nine glazed 
shards from 
bowls and jugs, 
decorated with 
blue and white 
sheet transfer 
printing in the 
form of small 
stars and dots, 
which is what I 
have called this 
pattern. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 80) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Jug B. 3              79 
 
Three bisque shards from a jug or 
jugs decorated with sheet transfer 
printing in the form of small stars 
and dots. See (illus 78) above. 
 1
Syria: Transfer-printed: Bisque & Glazed: 
(Box)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
Syria is possibly the most common pattern produced at Verreville and has been widely 
illustrated. 
  
(GM: 2006. 6. 74) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
TP3 Plates G.  68     74 A & b 
 
Sixty eight glazed white 
earthenware shards 
from plates and dishes 
of various sizes: Many 
of the shards are badly 
stained and only a few 
have been illustrated 
(74 a) including a 
marked example (illus 
74 b) below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 75) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
TP3 Plates B.  48     75 
Forty eight bisque white earthenware shards from plates of various sizes decorated with 
the Syria transfer print. As most of these shards are badly stained, they are not worth 
illustrating.  
 
 1
Toilet- sheet patterns: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 78) 
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Toilet G. 1.     77 
 
One thick white earthenware shard 
from a toilet, the interior of which 
is covered with a blue and white 
sheet pattern of flowers and leaves:  
 1
Willow: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3) 
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
I have illustrated the group of bisque Willow shards (illus 76) page 2, in an attempt to 
show how badly stained and useless for research most of the material from this 
excavation was.   
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 76) 
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Various G. 28     75 
Twenty eight glazed white earthenware shards decorated with variations of the 
standard willow pattern. Included are plates of various sizes, a large thick ashet, 
rectangular tureen cover and probably muffin a couple of muffin dishes. 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 77) 
F. 4  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Various B. 27     76 
Twenty seven bisque white dirty and stained earthenware shards from plates and 
ashets of various sizes: There is also a fragment of a pie dish rim composed of three 
conjoining shards. All decorated with transfer prints variations of the standard willow 
pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Unknown: Transfer-printed. 
(Box 3)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 81) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Dish B. 2   Impressed 80 a & b 
 
Two badly stained 
conjoining bisque white 
earthenware shards from a 
10 inch dish decorated 
with a transfer print. The 
obverse has an impressed 
mark which almost 
certainly says 
‘IMPROVED STONE 
CHINA’. R C & Co, 
Which stands for Robert 
Cochran & Co: 
 
 
 1
White Earthenware: 
(Box 4)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 82) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Handles B. 15    81 
 
Fifteen badly stained 
bisque white 
earthenware handle or 
fragments of same, 
from jugs etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 83) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 T/Pot cover B. 1    82 
 
One bisque white earthenware cover 
probably for a coffee pot (knop 
missing): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 84 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Jug B. 1    83 
 
One very badly stained moulded bisque 
white earthenware jug. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shell Edged White Earthenware: 
(Box 4)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
A large no of shards with of shell edge in what I called variations A & B were recovered 
from the excavations at Verreville (Haggarty 2007 Word File 132). 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 85) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Plates B. 69     
Sixty nine stained shell edged bisque white earthenware shards from plates in a variety of 
sizes. 
  
(GM: 2006. 6. 86) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT3 Plates G.     84 
 
Thirty glazed white 
earthenware shell 
edged shards of 
which nine have 
been illustrated and 
most showing my 
type A moulding, 
under cobalt blue. 
 
 1
Saggers & Kiln Flooring: 
(Box 5)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 91) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT 5 Saggers G 10     
Ten saggers fragments: not illustrated:  
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 92) 
F. 4 Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
PT 5 Saggers G 3     
Three glazed kiln floor samples: not illustrated:  
 
 
 
 1
Kiln Furniture: 
(Box 5)  
 
KEY 
 
GM. 2006. 6.   Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Lancefield shards:  
FB 05               Lancefield shards: Archaeological site code:  
F. or C.            Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes: 
B.            Bisque sherds:     
G.                     Glazed shards:  
L.                      Large: 
S.                      Small:  
 
 
 
 
From (F4 - Pipe Trench 3) was recovered a large assemblage, generally in a very 
fragmentary state, of whiteware extruded hand-made three-armed stilts a few hand made 
cockspurs usually called ‘craws taes’ and some coarse round extruded rods. These almost 
certainly all came from the Verreville pottery (Haggarty 2007, Word File 133).  
The three arm stilts were made by luting together three equal lengths of knife-trimmed, 
extruded white clay with an inverted triangle section. The arms vary in length but are 
generally from 45 to 60mm in length from the centre and c 8mm high. Examples from 
Staffordshire have arms varying in length from 25mm to 65mm, their thickness 
averaging10mm.  
 
It is interesting to note that there are small, 15mm, sections of similar extruded, 
triangular, V-shaped rods within a group of 18th-century salt-glazed material recovered 
by the author from a trench dug near the Old Kirk Pottery in Prestonpans and 
subsequently donated to the National Museums of Scotland. These are similar to the 
examples illustrated by Barker (1998, 324, fig 11), shown separating small hollow wares 
during a salt glaze firing. This type of hand-made, white earthenware kiln furniture is 
thought to have first appeared in the third quarter of the 18th century in the Staffordshire 
area where it continued to be made until well into the middle of the 19th century (ibid, 
333-4). The evidence from Scotland suggests that they were still in use at West Pans 
(Haggarty 2007, Folder 10 Word File 2), until the end of ceramic production in the 
1830s. 
 
There is none of the later machine made examples of white ware stilts from Lancefield 
Quay associated with the Verreville shards adding weight to my thesis that it was all 
dumped in the 1840s.   
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 6. 93)                  (Pipe Trench 3) 
Context Type No Height  Length  Marks Illus No 
F. 4 Kiln Furniture 18 c 8mm 45-60mm  89 
 
Eighteen fragments of 
V shaped extruded 
whiteware hand-made 
three-armed stilts with 
two surviving arms, 
No examples survive 
with three arms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 94)                  (Pipe Trench 3) 
Context Type No Height  Length  Marks Illus No 
F. 4 Kiln Furniture 1 c 8mm 67mm  90 
 
One of the very few fragments 
with two complete arms, of V 
shaped extruded whiteware hand-
made three-armed stilts. This is 
one of the few pieces with arms 
longer than 60mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 6. 95)                  (Pipe Trench 3) 
Context Type No Height  Length  Marks Illus No 
F. 4 Kiln Furniture 7 c 32mm    37-43mm  91 
 
Seven fragments of 
rectangular extruded 
three arm luted kiln 
furniture c 20 x 5mm. 
The points have then 
been squeezed to 
form points. Two 
fragments join to 
form a complete 
example and two 
single arms were not 
illustrated. See 
(Haggarty 2007, 
Word File 133). 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 6. 96)                  (Pipe Trench 3) 
Context Type No Height  Length  Marks Illus No 
F. 4 Kiln Furniture 20 c 33mm  92 
 
Twenty hand made 
cockspurs which in 
Scotland were called ‘hens 
taes’ David Barker (1998, 
337) suggests that small 
Staffordshire hand made 
cockspurs were used on 
flatware, and date to the 
early 19th century, but I 
consider that in Scotland 
they may have gone on bit 
longer (Haggarty 2007, 
Word File 133).  
 
 
 
 
